Detection of single bacterial pathogens with semiconductor quantum dots.
Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have been used in a simple fluorometric assay to detect single cells of the pathogenic Escherichia coli O157:H7 serotype. Composed of CdSe/ZnS core/shell QDs conjugated to streptavidin, this system exhibits 2 orders of magnitude more sensitivity than a similar assay using a common organic dye. Selectivity for this pathogenic bacterial strain over a common lab strain (E. coli DH5alpha), which is gained from the use of specific biotinylated antibodies, is also demonstrated for QD labeling. Under continuous excitation, these QDs retain high fluorescence intensities for hours, whereas a typical organic dye bleaches within seconds, allowing for more rapid and accurate identification of E. coli O157:H7 in single-cell fluorescence-based assays. This indirect QD labeling method, based on antibody-antigen and streptavidin-biotin interactions, is flexible enough to expand to other systems and has great potential for use in simultaneous multicolor detection schemes.